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Executive Summary
This report details a facilities design for Ernie Ball’s guitar and bass guitar manufacturing facility
in San Luis Obispo, CA. Specifically, this project will redesign the layout for the Woodshop, the largest of
the 5 manufacturing cells in the facility. This project was completed using the Systematic Layout
Planning procedure and focused mostly on phase II and III in which the specifics for a layout are
determined, however, space requirements were not evaluated as it was not within scope. The first step
was to develop departments in the facilities, two master departments were identified for the neck
manufacturing process and the body manufacturing process. Within each of these, smaller departments
were identified, five in the body department and nine in the neck department. These departments were
then organized within the walls of the facility using an Activity Relationship Diagram. Three alternative
layouts were generated. The first is called Alternative A: Least Change, then Alternative B: Least Forklift
Travel and finally Alternative C: Separated. These layouts were evaluated according to metrics
developed with input from the client. Analysis determined that Alternative A: Least Change was the best
choice. There is a cost of $2400 associated with implementing this change, and with a savings of 460
feet, it will be paid back in 9 months.

Introduction
This project, in partial completion of degree requirements for a Bachelors of Science in Industrial
Engineering, has been performed at Ernie Ball, Inc., a company whose electric guitar and bass
manufacturing is based in San Luis Obispo, California. Ernie Ball has had a working relationship with Cal
Poly’s Industrial and Manufacturing Engineering Department for many years. After contacting their staff
industrial engineer, an opportunity to undertake a facilities redesign of the ‘wood shop’ area of their
151 Suburban Road manufacturing facility was identified. The ‘wood shop’ is the largest and most
complex of the 5 manufacturing cells in the facility, so any efficiency impacts developed in this area will
have a significant impact on the rest of manufacturing.
As a result of the current economic downturn, manufacturing has been about ½ the level the
company is used to seeing. This presents an opportunity to implement change within the facility, as any
process alterations will not negatively impact manufacturing’s ability to fill orders for its instruments.
Instead, operators will have time to become accustomed to any changes before demand reaches its
previous levels, which it will no doubt do. The facilities redesign will be accomplished using the
Systematic Layout Planning process, which is a well known and widely accept method of completing
facilities design projects. The steps of Systematic Layout Planning are:
1. Define Problem or Goals

5. Develop Alternative Layouts

2. Define Departments

6. Evaluate Layouts

3. Define Relationships

7. Select Layout

4. Space Requirements

8. Define/Install/Maintain

Understanding the needs of Ernie Ball (goals), the manufacturing process within the wood shop
(departments, relationships and space requirements) and all accompanying analysis will inform layout
design decisions.
Ernie Ball desires that the flow patterns within the ‘wood shop’ be looked at and a facilities
analysis and design be completed such all inconsistencies of product and process flow be reconciled in
an economically justified manner. Included within this analysis will be consideration on process and
material flow, raw material and WIP storage. Selected alternatives must be economically feasible and
capable of being implemented with the current workforce and within the current facility boundaries.
Alternatives will be generated and analyzed; one alternative will be selected and recommended to Ernie
Ball for implementation.
The major deliverables for this project will be a 2-dimensional facilities layout, with height
information where applicable, a report detailing the layout selection process and the total cost of
implementation. Not within the scope of the report will be any changes to ordering quantities,
purchasing schedules or any other inventory planning processes. Sections within the final report will be:
background, literature review, design, methods, results, appendix and works cited. Other topics that will
be included within the report are the current layout and material flow, generated alternatives, analysis
of alternatives, economic justification of the selection and implementation plan.

Background
Ernie Ball began manufacturing bass guitars in the early 1970s, beginning in Costa Mesa, CA.
These first bass guitars were hollow bodied acoustic instruments. The Music Man name and the
accompanying solid-bodied guitar and bass designs were bought by Ernie Ball from its original owners in
1984. These instruments have been manufactured in San Luis Obispo, California ever since, originally at
a facility on Tank Farm road, then in 1998 Ernie Ball moved to their new facility (and corporate
headquarters until 2002) at 151 Suburban Way.
The wood shop in Ernie Ball’s Music Man Guitars manufacturing plant is the largest and most
complex of the 5 manufacturing cells in the 400,000 square foot facility. Since this facility opened in
1998, staff industrial engineers have noted inconsistencies in product flow within this cell. Two separate
items are processed in the wood shop, the neck and the body of the ordered guitar or bass. These
products enter the Woodshop as separate raw materials, go through distinct processes and leave the
Woodshop as separate components (they are joined later to form the finished product, in a different
cell). Although these items rarely see the same machine or workstation, their flow patterns criss-cross
each other throughout manufacturing process.
Ernie Ball is a proud Living Wage employer and in staying true to this commitment to its
employees, the company is not looking to cut back on the current workforce. Manufacturing is not
currently capacity constrained, but has been in the past when demand is at normal levels. The goal of
this project is to increase efficiency and capacity. Increasing capacity and throughput while using the
same number of resources will increase profitability, allowing the company to maintain their
commitment to their workforce while creating the quality product they are famous for. Ernie Ball
currently manufactures 36 variations of 14 different guitars and basses.

Literature Review
What is facilities design?
Facilities layout and material handling are some of the oldest tasks undertaken by Industrial
Engineers. Initially manufacturing facilities alone were the focus of the discipline but it eventually
evolved to incorporate layout designs for just about any physical facility, including warehouses, retail
stores, post offices, restaurants and hospitals. Facilities design strives to get inputs into, through and
out of each facility as fast as possible at an acceptable cost and level of quality (Apple). When the
process is conceptualized in this way, it is easy to see how effective facilities designs can benefit
manufacturing plants and hospitals equally.
Facilities planning and facilities design are not mean to be synonymous; instead facilities design
is a component of facilities planning. Facilities design considers things such as the facilities systems
design, layout and handling systems design. Facility systems include structural, atmospheric, enclosure
and lighting/electrical systems, etc. Layouts incorporate all equipment, machinery and furnishing within
the facility. Handling systems are the mechanisms need to complete interaction between areas in the
facility. Facilities location is the other component of facilities planning. It is concerned with how the
physical location supports meeting the facilities objective. Facilities design considers how the
components of the facility support the objectives (Tompkins).
A facilities design engineer “analyzes, conceptualizes, designs and implements systems for the
production of goods or services” (Apple). The deliverable of this process is often a floor plan which
shows the arrangement of all physical components of the facility. This layout should optimize the
interrelationships between everything in the facility including: operating personnel, material flow,
information flow and the methods required to achieve facility and company goals effectively,
economically and safely (Apple).

Why do a facilities design?
Between 20 and 50% of total operating expenses within a manufacturing plant is attributed to
material handling. It is estimated that effective facilities planning can reduce these costs by 10 to 30%
(Francis RL). This is incredibly significant for companies and industries to which they belong. Critically
evaluating and addressing issues under the umbrella of facilities planning and design leads to a real
difference in operational costs, final product price and therefore profit. Effective layouts give the
company a competitive edge (Phillips).
The long and short of why methodically completing a facilities design with clear, concise steps
important is that it will save a company money. Manufacturing and other systems are too complex to
use a trial and error approach such as when we arrange furniture in our living rooms (Muther). Most
professionals will only be involved in a complete ‘green space’ facilities planning once in their career but
facilities design is not a onetime event. Facilities design is an active process, a facility must be made
flexible enough to keep up with changing regulations, processes and technologies. There must be
continuous evaluation and continuous improvement on any facility.
Some of the possible negative effects of a bad facilities layout include:


High material handling costs,



Safety and morale problems



Cycle and lead time delays



Poor equipment utilization



High WIP inventories



Congested aisles



Lower than optimum quality



Wasted floor space (Phillips)



Product or part damage

How to do a facilities design?
Though facilities design is such a broad field, clear and concise methodologies have been developed
that allow for the vast individual differences between projects. The most popular for the past 30 years
has been the Systematic Layout Planning (SLP) process. SLP consists of 4 phases, these phases are as
follows (Heragu):


Phase I: Determination of the location and area where departments are to be laid out. –
Selection of the physical location where the facilities design is to be.



Phase II: Establishing general overall layout – Determining flow, adjacency requirements, and
space requirements for each department and reconciling it with the space available while
considering practical constraints (budget, safety, etc). Alternatives are generated and evaluated
based on cost and non-cost consideration and a layout is selected.



Phase III: Establishing detailed layout plans – Details about the location about each specific
machine, auxiliaries and support are outlined.



Phase IV: Installing selected layout – The selected layout must be approved by all stakeholders
(owners, managers, people who will be working in the facility). Actual relocation of machinery
and services are undertaken.

Phase I and IV, while not trivial, are not the major challenges of a facilities design, the real work
exists in phases II and III. The data required by SLP to complete phases II and III fall into 5 categories
(Heragu):


P



Q Quantity: Volume of each part type



R

Routing: Operation sequence for each part type



S

Service: Support services, locker rooms, inspection stations, etc

Product: types of products to be produced



T

Timing: When are the part types to be produced? What machines will be used in this

time period
After having a clear understanding of the roles and relationships between activities, data of
these types can be used to start answering the questions in phase II and III of the SLP process. Using PQ-R data a to-from chart may be developed, which detail material flow. Using P-Q-S data activity
relationship diagrams may also developed, which positions activities spatially. This data regarding the
quantitative and qualitative nature of departmental relationships allows the designer to make decisions
regarding proximity. Space requirements are then developed for each department. Using all collected
input data, alternative are generated and selected iteratively (Heragu).
Other classic industrial engineering charts and diagrams used in facilities design include
spaghetti diagrams, time studies, operations process charts, flow diagrams, bill of materials/parts lists,
assembly charts, activity relationship diagrams, space-relationship diagrams, from-to charts, and
relationship charts (Kanawaty).

What are the objectives of a facilities design?
All of the objectives of a facilities design come down to one thing, to increase profit for the
company. However, modern facilities design recognizes that increasing profit is not as simple as creating
as many units as possible, there are many other objectives that contribute to the end goal of increased
profit. These objectives include:


Minimize unit cost, minimize project cost – every dollar over the cheapest way to accomplish a
goal must be cost justified.



Optimize quality – quality and cost are often conflicting, the goal is to achieve a quality level at
an acceptable price.



Promote the effective use of people, equipment, space and energy – aid in the over arching goal
of reducing waste and reducing cost.



Provide for employee convenience, employee satisfaction and employee comfort – considering
human factors, work place safety and the wants rather than just the needs of the employee to
improve their overall satisfaction.



Control project cost – cost often has been proposed and approved by management before it can
begin, so keeping the project within budget is crucial.



Achieve project start date – getting the facility open on time is necessary to get the product to
market on time, to meet customer demand and orders.



Build flexibility into the plan – anticipation of expanding and/or products changing. Selected
equipment should be versatile and moveable; the building must support a wide variety of uses.



Reduce or eliminate excessive inventory – inventory costs a company about 35% of its value a
year to hold. These costs come from storage space and support, capital invested in inventory,
movement and management of inventory, shrinkage or damage, cost of material handling.



Achieve miscellaneous goals – Any other goals discussed and selected by you and your
management, for example, implementing Lean, design for FIFO, use work cells, etc. (Meyers and
Stephen)
Rarely will one of the generated facilities layout alternatives be the best in all of these areas. The

importance of each of these objectives should be considered for an individual design, and a layout
should be selected accordingly. A thorough facilities design should incorporate considerations for
inventory control and storage, ergonomic work station design, material handling and quality.

How are guitars/bass manufactured?
Modern guitars and bass guitars manufacturers have to balance the often conflicting
requirements of authenticity and economics. Authenticity is achieved in the form of the handmade

instruments of the early to mid 1900s (Smithsonian Institution) but due to the popularity of, specifically,
electric guitars and basses, companies have had to employee more advanced manufacturing techniques
to meet demand.
The process of automating the guitar manufacturing process began early. In the1919 there were
240 fretted instrument manufacturers in the United States, but as the popularity of guitar based music
rose, larger companies began to drive the cost of manufacturing instruments down, such that by 1927
there were only 100 firms left, the rest had gone out of business or merged with larger companies. Over
this time period the number of people employed in the industry remain relatively constant at around
4,000, however, the value of goods sold rose from $12.5 million to $44 million, indicating a “growing
systematization of the production process and the increasing substitution of capital for labor”
(Smithsonian Institution).
The first solid body electric guitar was made by Fender in 1950, it was initially named the
Esquire but after an issue with name infringement, it was renamed the Telecaster. Unlike the hollow
bodied guitars of the past, these new solid bodied guitars were far easier to manufacture, requiring
significantly less skill. Workers stamped out a body from cured ash, requiring little more shaping or
sanding. A one piece neck was connected to the body and the rest of the hardware was easily installed,
resulting in a sturdy, easy-to-repair instrument. Not only was this guitar easier and therefore cheaper to
build, it provided cleaner sounds at high volumes, stayed in tune well, was comfortable to play and
maintained good tone control. In 1951, the first solid body bass guitar was released with a matching
amp (Smithsonian Institution).
Today, solid bodied instruments such as Fender’s Telecaster, Gibson’s Les Paul or Music Man’s
Sterling are manufactured using advanced techniques such as CNC machines (Gale Group) as well as
hand assembly and finishing. The advancement of CNC and CAD/CAM has allowed these machines to be

ever more involved in the manufacturing process. Using advanced technology is true to the pedigree of
solid bodied instruments, the integration of advanced manufacturing processes and classic hand work
has always been the nature of guitar manufacturing.
The beginning of the manufacturing process is essentially a Woodshop; the basic process is as
follows: wood is selected; body and neck blanks are cut out of the raw wood. The neck is often placed in
a kiln for weeks to remove any moisture from the wood and to relieve any stress. After kilning and
resting, the necks have a truss bar added for strength and the fret board is affixed and then milled to the
desired shape. Body blanks do not go through kilning and instead go straight to CNC machines for
shaping and routs for electronic components to be installed later (Harvey).

Design
Leveraging the working relationship that Cal Poly industrial and manufacturing engineering has
had Ernie Ball for years, this project was found via email to Ernie Ball’s staff industrial engineer, a Cal
Poly industrial engineering alumnus. Being employed at Ernie Ball for years, he has noticed that the
process and material flow in the first of the five work cells in the Music Man (the guitar/bass brand
owned by Ernie Ball) manufacturing facility was inconsistent at best. Being fully occupied by other
duties, he has been unable to undertake a through facilities design to reconcile the flow issues he has
observed. Upon receiving an industrial engineering senior project inquiry, he immediately identified this
project as the best opportunity.
This project will develop a layout which will improve upon the current state. This will be
accomplished by developing a layout using the Systematic Layout Planning procedure, specifically the
steps: Define Department, Define Relationships, Develop Alternative Layouts, Evaluate Layout and then
Select Layout. A successful layout will have short payback period (less than a year), show a decrease in
flow complexity and a decrease in operator and material travel and implementation should be done by
the Ernie Ball facilities team. The specific metrics the generated alternative layouts will be evaluated on
are degree of departmental separation, cost of implementation, ease of implementation, number of
flow interruptions, total material travel and average operator travel.
After email correspondence with the staff industrial engineer an initial visit was made to the
facility. During the visit the process and terminology associated with the manufacturing of a solid bodied
guitar or bass was explained. Essentially, there are two separate manufacturing processes that
constitute the creation of a solid bodied electric guitar or bass guitar, that of the neck of the instrument
and that of the body of the instrument. Both arrive to the facility as 20ft lengths of raw hardwood; ash,
maple, alder, mahogany, basswood, and others. The raw wood is staged and then placed in lumber
storage. This is the last time that the wood that will become bodies and the wood that will become

necks are in the same place. From here, they begin separate manufacturing processes; details of both
the body manufacturing process and the neck manufacturing process can be seen in Appendix 1, Figures
12 and 13. There are 14 different guitar and base models manufactured at the facility with 36 specific
variations on these models. However, there is one model, which we will refer to as Model A, which is by
far the most popular. After discussion with the staff industrial engineer, it was decided that this was the
Model A process would be used to develop the layout for this facility.
The two manufacturing processes were walked, reveling firsthand the unnecessary
complications. The flow diagram for the original neck manufacturing process can be seen in Appendix 2,
Figure 9 and the flow diagram for the original body manufacturing process can be seen in Appendix 2,
Figure 10. The travel time for this facility was 1390 feet, and the when all flow patterns are combined on
as in Figure 1, there are 30 flow interruptions, meaning the materials crosses over a path it has already
traveled 30 times. It is obvious from the diagrams that there is a significant opportunity to improve the
layout of this facility. This is seen as an ideal time to
undertake a project such as this, because Ernie Ball
guitars is feeling the effects of a current economic
downturn and is seeing about a half of the demand it is
used to seeing. In a general, a facilities design is
concerned with not only reorganizing a facility, but also
right-sizing the machine, material and personnel
requirements in order to meet future and projected
demand. In this project, there will be no analysis on
altering space requirements as Ernie Ball neither needs
new capacity or looking to decrease their work force.

Figure 1. Original Flow

Therefore, it was decided that the design of alternative layouts will focus on different ways to organize
the facility with the current machinery and personnel.
Layout alternatives will be developed using Systematic Layout Planning Procedure, explained in
detail in the Literature Review. The major work of this project is in completing Phase II and III of the SLP.
In Phase II, flow and adjacency requirements are determined, as well as space requirements for each
department. These requirements are then reconciled with the space available while considering
practical constraints (budget, safety, etc). The analysis which will lead to the creation of alternative
layouts was broken up in to three steps under the overarching concept of ‘Design’, these steps are:
Define Departments, Define Relationships, and Develop Alternative Layouts.

Define Departments
Departments are the defined in many different ways in text books and literature about facilities
design, the way a designer chooses to define departments is contingent upon the facility and the type of
work done within. Operations and machines can be grouped into departments so that all operations
required to build a single item are together (Product Line Departments) or according to similarity in
machine type (Process Departments) or product made (Product Planning Departments). Ernie Ball’s
manufacturing facility does not fall cleanly into any classic department development method. Since
there is so little shared between the neck manufacturing process and the body manufacturing process,
there is great value in defining these two as the master departments, into which all other departments
will fall. However, the luxury of completely separating these processes is questionable as there are five
CNC machines which will be difficult and therefore expensive to move and which lay together on one
side of the facility, seen in Figure 2. Generated layouts and the accompanying economic justification will
reflect this.

Department definition in finer detail is necessary. This is
where the use of the previously discussed classic department
definition methodologies fall short. Since only one model of guitar
is being used to develop the layout, product line department
definition doesn’t apply, and process departments and product
planning department don’t make sense in this manufacturing
process. So instead department development took its cues from
the manufacturing procedure for the necks and bodies. The body
manufacturing process consists of 15 steps and 14 machines; from
that ratio alone it is apparent that the manufacturing process,
while lengthy, is mostly linear. These 15 steps are split between
five operators, and so, the 15 steps were split into five
departments. The names of these departments and equipment
associated with each the can be seen in Table 14 in Appendix 3.
The remaining processes and equipment are utilized in
manufacturing the neck of Model A. In construction of a guitar

Figure 2. CNC Machine Location

neck there are 16 machines and 27 processes, the complexities are apparent. The same procedure for
breaking out departments in bodies was used for necks. There are a total of 10 operators who work to
complete the 27 steps. The current configuration of two of these operator stations is intertwined such
that separation into to two departments is unnecessary, and so nine departments were developed. The
names of the departments and the incorporated workstations can be seen in Table 15 in Appendix 3. It
is also worth noting that there are a few machines which are used by multiple times during the
production of the neck. These machines defined as their own department to increase layout flexibility.

Table 1. Neck Departments

Neck Departments
Table 1. Body Departments

Body Departments
A
B
C
D
E

Raw to Blank
Drill and Saw
Body Fadals
Hardware Installation
Timesave and Edge Sand

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

Trace, Kiln, Store
Plane, Bandsaw
Fadals
Fret Markers and Truss
Fretboard Installation
Thermwood
Fretwork
Edge Sand
Time Saver

Define Relationships
After departments have been established, the question remains: where do these departments
go? This question is answered in part by defining relationships between departments. Relationships
refer to the strength of association between the department by sharing equipment, material, personnel,
information or infrastructure. The two objects that are moving around the facility are bodies/necks and
operators. Since the process of creating a guitar neck or body is by and large a material remove process,
there aren’t a lot of small components to factor into the material flow. Necks/Bodies are moving
between departments and within departments, and operators are moving within departments.
Consideration on operator travel will be a factor in the final layout selection, but interdepartmental
travel will not be a factor in department relationship development.
Since the items traveling between departments are the wood of the neck/body itself, the
manufacturing procedure will be the tool with which relationships are developed. The process for both
neck and body construction in their entirety can be seen in Appendix 1. The way that relationships are
recorded in the development of a facilities layout is with an Activity Relationship Diagram. Activity
Relationship Diagram displays rankings that are developed to show the strength of relationship between
departments, as suggested by the name. The different values that can be attributed to a relationship can
be seen in Table 3, these values are generated according to the order in which steps are completed in

the manufacturing process. For example, in the body process, a body will begin its formation in
Department A: Raw to Blank, after it completes all the steps within this department, it proceeds to
Department B: Drill and Saw. The relationship between ‘Raw to Blank’ and ‘Drill and Saw’ is E, Especially
Important, this is because the operator must return the body to a machine in Department A: ‘Raw to
Blank’, the planer, before he can proceed to the next step in ‘Drill and Saw’. The designer needs to be
sure the planer is close to the drill press and band saw of ‘Drill and Saw’ even though it belongs the ‘Raw
to Blank’ Department. The relationship between ‘Drill and Saw’ and Department C: ‘Body Fadals’ is
simply I, Important, because once the bodies leave for ‘Body Fadals’ it does not return to any of the
machines in ‘Drill and Saw’. As previously mentioned, there are some machines, specifically the Neck
Fadals and the Neck Timesaver, which are used many times through the neck manufacturing process,
because of this there are instances when the neck is processed at the Fadal, for example, proceeds to a
different work station and then returns to the Fadal, this revisit earns a relationships ranking of A,
Table 2. Activity Relationship Diagram Values

Relationship Diagram Weights
A Absolutely Necessary
E Especially Important
I Important
O Ordinary Closeness
U Unimportant
X Undesirable

Figure 4. Neck Activity Relationship Diagram
Figure 3. Body Activity Relationship Diagram

Absolutely Necessary. These types of intricacies are reconciled and rankings are assigned to every
possible relationship. The completed Activity Relationship Diagrams can be seen in Figure 3 and Figure 4.
Once the relationships are developed for the body manufacturing process, a diagram is
developed to present the relationships visually. These are called Space Relationship Diagrams; they can
be seen for body and neck processes, in Figure 13 and Figure 14, respectively in Appendix 4. Using these
diagrams, the designer can see, by the weight of the connecting lines, which departments should be
close to the other. It is also a useful tool to clearly see the complexities within the neck manufacturing
process and the straightforwardness of the body manufacturing process. Normally in Space Relationship
Diagrams, the departments are shown proportional to their final size and shape; in the Figure 13 and 14
the departments are a uniform shape and size. This has been done because the specific size and shape
of the department will be dictated in a large part by its location within the facility; specific dimensions
will only be available after alternative layouts are developed. Now that relationships have been
developed, analysis is ready to progress to alternative layout development.

Develop Alternative Layouts
Departments have been defined and the relationships between then have been determined.
The next step in the process of facilities design is to generate alternative layouts from which the final
recommended layout will be determined. Layout generation is an iterative process, and as discussed in
the literature review, facility layouts must serve many different purposes, often one layout is not the
best at everything thing. The first consideration in this facility when developing layouts is the present
space constraints. The room that the Woodshop resides in is 90 ft by 114 ft, 10,260 square feet, and
must hold all 30 pieces of main manufacturing equipment, 20 pieces of specialty manufacturing
equipment, employee personal storage area, 120 square feet of office space, 280 square feet of PPE
prep space. This facilities design is concerned mostly with the placement and orientation of the 30
pieces of main manufacturing equipment but space must be available for all of these things within the

redesigned facility. The alternative layout generation process is therefore iterative because it is very
difficult to get all of this right the first time.
Layout development began by creating a scale replica of the facility in Microsoft Visio.
Equipment, raw material storage and work in progress storage areas were clearly marked, copied to a
new Visio tab and then removed from the original facility drawing, leaving only the walls of the facility.
The machines were then distributed onto tabs corresponding to the department to which they belong.
Ideal interdepartmental flow was then determined in each of these departments, independent of the
others. A sample of these independent department layouts can be seen in Appendix 5. Of course, these
departments do not exist in a bubble with unlimited space to create the perfect layout; they must exist
in reality, within the walls of the Ernie Ball Woodshop. The first step to reconciling these ideal layout
ideas to the real constraints was to transfer them to within the walls of the Woodshop facility. Initially
the only departments included on each drawing of the facility belonged to one manufacturing process at
a time, neck or body, on separate tabs in Visio. On these tabs, experimentation with layouts
configurations began using the Activity Relationship Diagrams and Space Relationship Diagrams
previously generated to inform department location. Two layouts were developed for the body process
and three were generated for the neck process. After these layouts had been generated, it was time
introduced the final level of complexity, all departments included in the drawing of the facility at the
one time.
The two layouts for the body process and the three layouts for the neck process had to
manipulated and combined such that they fit within the facility boundaries, in order to do so six
different layouts constituting the possible combinations were created. The layouts using the second of
the two body alternatives and the third of the neck alternatives are not feasible due to space
constraints, and so are not considered, this leaves two alternative layouts seen in Figures 5 and 6. A

third layout is generated representing the ideal of having the two processes entirely separate in the
facility and will be considered the third and final layout to be evaluated for selection, it can be seen in
Figure7. Three alternative layouts have been generated and the analysis leading to final layout selection
will be detailed in the following section. The first of these layouts is called Least Change because, of the
three presented, it is the most like the current facility layout. The second layout is called Least Forklift
Travel, because this layout strives to decrease the distance the company’s forklift has to travel from
lumber storage, to the two kilns and to the neck work in progress storage area. The third layout
presented will be referred to as Separated because in this layout the neck manufacturing process and
the body manufacturing process are confined to one or the other side of the manufacturing floor. These
layouts can be seen with greater detail in Figure 19, 20 and 21 in Appendix 5, respectively.

Figure 7. Alternative A: Least Change

Figure 6. Alternative B: Least Forklift Travel

Figure 5. Alternative C: Separated

Methodology
Now that layouts have been generated in a systematic manner, they must be evaluated with
similar thoroughness, with special attention paid to quantifiable decision metrics. Such metrics were
developed with consideration on classic facilities design evaluation criteria and on the recommendations
of the client, what they would like to see or not seen in the resulting facilities design. The metrics
decided upon on which to evaluate the alternative layouts are: department separation, cost of
implementation, ease of implementation, number of flow interruptions, total material travel and
average operator travel.
As discussed in this report, the neck manufacturing process and the body manufacturing process
are very separate processes, and as such it is advantageous in terms of visual and organizational clarity
and flow that the machines belonging to the two processes not be mixed in the facility. This is
something that the client feels strongly about and will therefore degree of separation be included as a
decision metric. The number of flow interruptions, basically, number of times a path previously traveled
is crossed, is a classic way of quantifying the quality of flow. It will be measured by constructing flow
lines in the alternative layouts and counting the number of times these flow lines cross over themselves.
This was also identified as a metric of particular importance to the client and as something he would like
to see drastically reduced in the selected layout.
Cost and ease of implementation are related, but quantified differently, which is why they are
defined as separate decision metrics. Ease of implementation will be defined as the inverse of difficulty
of implementation. Difficulty of Implementation is calculated by multiplying the relative difficulty of
moving each machine by the distance it is to be moved. Relative difficulty is a number (1, 3 or 9)
assigned to represent the challenge associated with moving that specific piece of equipment. For
example, a drill press may earn a ranking of 1 while a CNC machine earns a value of 9. A complete table
of rankings and distances moved and resulting scores for difficulty implementation can be seen in

Appendix 5. Distance moved numbers were arrived at by measuring the distance between the center of
a piece of equipment in the original layout and the center on any alternative. Cost of implementation
uses considerations from ease of implementation, but expands upon it. Ernie Ball currently has a
facilities group with will be responsible for the implementation itself and it is assumed that the wage of
the workers in this group is $20.00 an hour. It is also assumed that in order to implement the easiest
layout, Alternative A: Least Change, it will take four people working 10 hours a day for over a 3 day
weekend (which is the typical weekend length, Ernie Ball is on a 4-10 schedule), at a total cost of $2,400.
To determine the cost if implementation for the other layouts is determine by a ratio of Cost Alt 1 over
Cost Alt 2 versus the Difficulty of Implementing Alternative A over Alternative B. Cost 2 is the only value
unknown and so it calculated via the ratio, seen in Equation 1. The same procedure is repeated to find
the cost of Alternative C implementation. The cost of implementation for each alternative can be seen in
Table 4.
Equation 1. Cost Ratios
Table 3. Cost of Alternatives

Cost of Implementation
Alt A
$2,400

Alt B
$4,365

Alt C
$9,420

Cost Ratio:
Cost 1 • Difficulty1
Cost 2

•

Difficulty 2

To find cost of Alt B:
2400.00 •
1313.62
4364.75 •

2389.00

To find cost of Alt C:
4364.75 •

2389.00

9419.97 •

5155.92

Distance traveled is an incredibly important part of evaluating any facilities design, and it is the
most important factor in determining the economic impact of a design. There are two things which
travel around the Ernie Ball Woodshop, the neck/body and the operator. The neck/body travel between
the departments and operators travel around within one department. Both of these values will be used
as an evaluation metric. Travel distance was established by first condensing the flow lines, a transition
like the one shown in Figure 8. Once this is accomplished, the layout is printed and a scale is determined
(inches printed to actual feet). This is done for the original layout and the three alternatives. These lines

are then simply measured with a ruler. Then, flow of the manufacturing process is traced on the layout,
and the distance of the paths followed is recorded. This process is repeated for the original layout and
the three alternatives.

Figure 8. Flow to Travel Transition

This provides information about total material travel around the entire facility as well as
operator travel within each department. A summary of travel distances, flow interruptions and cost can
be seen in Table 5. All of this data will be collected, weighted for relative importance and used to make a
final decision about what layout should be selected and recommended to Ernie Ball of implementation.
Table 4. Metrics Summary

Attribute

Original

Alternative A:
Least Change

Alternative B:
Least Forklift Travel

Alternative C:
Separated

Cost
Flow Interruptions
Material Travel (ft)
Average Operator Travel (ft)

$-.-29
1400
33.9

$2,400
6
940
26.2

$ 4,370
10
1090
32.1

$9,420
2
850
25.6

Results
Layout have been generated, metrics on which to evaluate them have been developed and
recorded. Now it is time to compare these metrics and make a decision on what layout to recommend
for implementation. Almost always, one alternative will not be the best for every attribute. In Table 5,
the values for the quantitative attributes previous discussed are displayed. In this table, it can be seen
that all though Alternative C: Separated, has the least flow interruptions, material travel and operator
travel but it is 4 times as expensive (and implementation is 4 times are difficult) as Alternative A: Least
Change.
The best way to compare these metrics is with a Multi-Attribute Analysis. In this analysis, each
of the six metrics are ranked 0 through 10, the value of ten means that this metric is 100% fulfilled in
this alternative and zero being not fulfilled at all. On the left side of the table, to the right of attribute
name, is a weight. This weight is come to by considering the relative importance of each attribute,
represented by a percentage. Using these percentages, a weighted average is calculated for each
alternative and the original. See Table 6 for the completed Multi-Attribute Analysis.
Table 5. Multi-Attribute Analysis

Attribute
Department Separation
Cost
Ease of Implementation
Flow Interruptions
Material Travel
Average Operator Travel

Sum
Score

Weight

Layout Alternatives
Original
A
B
C

15%
15%
15%
20%
20%
15%

4
10
10
1
2
3

7
9
8
6
7
7

6
6
4
4
5
4

10
3
2
9
9
8

100%
10

30
4.65

44
7.25

29
4.8

41
7.05

According to the analysis, all three alternative layouts are better than the current, with each
scoring high than the original’s 4.8, if just barely in the case of Alternative B: Least Forklift Travel.
Between the best two alternatives, Least Change and Separated, is a difference of just 0.20. This is a
relatively small amount to make a decision of off. But, as mentioned before, the implementation of
Alterative C: Separated is four times as expensive and complicated as implementing Alternative A. The
benefit of implementing Alternative C is not four times that of Alterative A; there is barely 100ft
difference in travel. As such, Alternative A: Least Change is selected and recommended for
implementation. See Table 7 for a summary of information on Alternative A
Table 6. Alternative A Summary

Alternative A: Least Change
Cost of Implementation
$ 2,400

Distance Traveled (ft)
940

No. of Flow Interruptions
6

Economic Justification
The cost to implement Alternative A: Least Change is $2,400 and there is a savings of 460 feet in
material travel distance. If workers travel at 2 mph and are paid $20 per hour, and if Ernie Ball decides to
implement this facilities design, they will save $0.90 per batch and with 4 to 5 necks/bodies per batch,
saving $0.19 per item, see below for conversions. The contact at Ernie Ball reports that current demand
is at about 320 units per month. With the current savings per piece, Ernie Ball will see a return of $270
per month. Therefore the payback period for the implementation of this layout is just nine months. The
calculations for payback are displayed in Equation 2.

Equation 2. Payback Calculation

460 𝑓𝑡 ×

1 ℎ𝑟
1 𝑚𝑖
$20
×
×
= $0.90 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ
2 𝑚𝑖 5280 𝑓𝑡 1 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ

$0.90
1 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ
×
= $0.19 𝑠𝑎𝑣𝑒𝑑 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒
1 𝑏𝑎𝑡𝑐ℎ 4.5 𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠
$0.19
320 𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒𝑠
1 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ
×
×
= $268 𝑝𝑒𝑟 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ = 𝑅𝑒𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑛
1 𝑝𝑖𝑒𝑐𝑒
1 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘
4.33 𝑤𝑒𝑒𝑘𝑠
$268
1 𝑚𝑜𝑛𝑡ℎ

$2400 = 𝟖. 𝟗 𝑴𝒐𝒏𝒕𝒉𝒔 = 𝑷𝒂𝒚𝒃𝒂𝒄𝒌

Implementation
This design can be implemented by the Ernie Ball in house facilities group. There are 30 pieces of
equipment within the facility and 17 of these pieces of equipment need to be moved. The equipment
and the relative difficulty are detailed in Table 8 and the equipment that doesn’t need to be moved is
outlined in Table 9. Comparison of the original layout and the alternative A layout is recommended to
determine equipment location. Specific location is less important than general and relational locality.
Table 10 provides a recommended order of equipment movement. This order will simplify the transition
and should eliminate the need to move pieces more than once (with the exception of staging). It is
firmly believed that this transition can happen in a three day weekend with 4 workers.

Table 7. Equipment to be Moved

Equipment

Table 8. Equipment Not Moved

Rank Process

Body Taylor Clamp
Chop Saw
Table Saw
Body Timesaver
Body Planer 1
Body Planer 2
Body Planer 3
Body Drill Press
Body Band Saw
Queuing Area

9
3
3
3
3
1
1
1
1
1

Body
Body
Body
Body
Body
Body
Body
Body
Body
Body

Neck Taylor Clamp
Neck Planer
Neck Timesaver
Neck Band Saw
Jointer
Fretboard Band Saw

9
3
3
1
1
1

Neck
Neck
Neck
Neck
Neck
Neck

Table 9. Neck Equipment Move Order

Move
Order
1

2
Stage
Stage
Stage
3
4
5
6

Equipment
Neck Band Saw
Neck Timesaver
Neck Planer
Jointer
Fretboard Band Saw
Neck Timesaver
Neck Planer
Jointer
Fretboard Band Saw

Equipment
Body WIP Storage
Body Fadal 1
Body Fadal 2
Hardware Installation

9
9
9
3

Body
Body
Body
Body

Kiln 1
Kiln 2
Neck WIP Storage
Neck Fadal 1
Neck Fadal 2
Thermwood
Swinglands
Truss Installation
Hand Sanding

9
9
9
9
9
9
3
1
1

Neck
Neck
Neck
Neck
Neck
Neck
Neck
Neck
Neck

Table 10. Body Equipment Move Order

Move
Order
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Rank Process

Equipment
Chop Saw
Table Saw
Body Planer 2
Body Planer 3
Body Taylor Clamp
Body Timesaver
Body Planer 1
Body Band Saw
Body Drill Press
Queuing Area

Conclusion
In conclusion, methodical facilities deigns can vastly aid any facility, be it manufacturing based
or service, to better meet its goals. It will now take Ernie Ball 2.6 fewer minutes per batch to
manufacture their award winning guitars and basses with no negative impacts on quality at all. Once the
payback period of only 9 months elapses, this will be pure profit for the company. It was expected that a
better design could be developed with the aid of facilities design tools and simple time, and three such
layouts were developed using the Systematic Layout Planning procedure. The best of these designs,
Alternative A: Least Change is of high quality and is well supported in the above report. The simple
changes recommended in this report are the result of careful analysis and all recommendations are
supported via the best evaluation techniques that could be come to. The designer hopes that this report
represents a strengthening of relationship between Ernie Ball and Cal Poly Industrial Engineering and
work can continue to the benefit of both parties in the future.

Appendix 1: Manufacturing Procedures
Table 11. Neck Manufacturing Procedure

Material Flow Process Chart
Activity
Operation
Transport
Delay
Inspection
Storage
Distance

Subject Charted: Standard Body
Activity:
Manufacturing Process - Raw Material to
Completed Body
Location: Woodshop

Description

Machine / Location

Occurences
15
0
3
0
3
590 ft

Mac.
Distance (ft)
No.

Ra w Ma teri a l Stora ge

Lumber Stora ge

B1

--

Pl a ne Top a nd Bottom

Pl a ner I

B2

44.62

Cut to Length

Chop Sa w

B3

21.54

Cut to Wi dth

Ta bl e Sa w

B4

31.54

Pl a ne Si des

Pl a ner II

B5

20.77

Pl a ne Top a nd Bottom

Pl a ner III

B6

20

Gl ue

Ta yl or Cl a mp Ta bl e

B7

Cl a mp/Dry

Ta yl or Cl a mp

B7

Remove Exces s Gl ue

Ta yl or Cl a mp Ta bl e

B7

STOCK

WIP Stora ge

B8

59.23

Pl a ne Top a nd bottom

Pl a ner

B2

52.31

Get Templ a te

Templ a te Stora ge

B9

--

Dri l l

Body Dri l l Pres s

B10

Tra ce

Dri l l Ta bl e

B10

Cut Out

Body Ba nd Sa w

B11

52.31

QUEUE

Queue

B12

61.54

Get Fi xture

Fi xture Stora ge

B13

--

CNC

Fa da l s

B14

9.23

Ha rdwa re Ins tal l a tion

Ha rdwa re Works tation B15

33.08

Edge Sa nd

Edge Sa nder

N17

--

Ti mes a ve

Ti mes a ver

B16

70.77

Symbol

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

51.54

•

60.77

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Table 12. Neck Manufacturing Procedure

Material Flow Process Chart
Activity
Operation
Transport
Delay
Inspection
Storage
Distance

Subject Charted: Standard Neck
Activity:
Manufacturing Process - Raw Material to
Completed Neck
Location: Woodshop

Description

Machine / Location

Mac.
No.

Distance

Tra ce Necks

RM Stora ge

N1

--

Cut out

Ba nd Sa w I

N2

12.31

STOCK

RM Stora ge

N1

38.46

Ki l n

Ki l n

N3

17.69

Res t

WIP Stora ge

N4

30

Joi nt Neck

Joi nter

N5

60.77

Pl a ne Neck

Neck Pl a ner

N6

52.31

Ti mes a ve

Ti mes a ver

N7

89.23

Cut off a nd Number Fretboa rd

Ba nd Sa w II

N8

44.62

Ti mes a ve Fretboa rd a nd Bl a nk

Ti mes a ver

N9

44.62

CNC

Fa da l

N10

36.92

Ins ta l l Trus s Rod

Trus s Works ta ti on

N11

Gl ue/Dry

Trus s Works ta ti on

N11

CNC

Fa da l

N10

10

Ti mes a ve Fretboa rd

Ti mes a ver

N9

36.92

Gl ue on Fretboa rd

Ta yl or Cl a mp

N12

58.46

Ti mes a ve Gl ued on Fretboa rd

Ti mes a ver

N9

58.46

CNC

Fa da l

N10

43.46

Dri l l Ma rker Dots

Ma rker Works ta ti on

N13

Ins ta l l Ma rker Dots

Ma rker Works ta ti on

N13

Ti mes a ve Fa ce

Ti mes a ver

N9

38.46

Thermwood

Thermwood

N14

50.77

Sa nd Fretboa rd

Swi ngl a nd

N15

Cut Frets

Swi ngl a nd

N15

Ha nd Sa nd

Fret Works ta ti on

N16

12.31

Ins ta l l Frets a nd Nut

Fret Works ta ti on

N16

13.85

CNC

Fa da l

N10

41.54

Edge Sa nd

Edge Sa nder

N17

66.15

10

8.46

53.08

Occurences
24
0
1
0
2
930
Symbol

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appendix 2: Original Flow
Figure 9. Original Neck Manufacturing Flow

Figure 10. Original Neck Manufacturing Flow

Figure 11. Original Combined Manufacturing Flow

Appendix 3: Department Definition
Department
Name

A

Raw to Blank

B
Drill and Saw

C
Body Fadals

D

Hardware
Installation

E

Timesave and
Edge Sand

Equipment
Included
Planer I
Chop Saw
Table Saw
Planer II
Planer III
Taylor Clamp Table
Taylor Clamp
WIP Storage
Template Storage
Body Drill Press
Drill Table
Body Band Saw
Queue
Body Fadal 1
Body Fadal 2
Hardware
Workstation
Edge Sander
Timesaver

Table 13. Body Department with Equipment

1

Department
Name
Trace, Kiln,
Store

2

Plane, Band
Saw

3

Fadals

4

Fret Markers
and Truss

5

Fretboard
Installation
Thermwood

6
7
8
9

Fretwork

Equipment
Included
RM Storage
Band Saw I
Kiln 1
Kiln 2
WIP Storage
Jointer
Neck Planer
Band Saw II
Neck Fadal 1
Neck Fadal 2
Truss Workstation
Marker Workstation
Taylor Clamp
Thermwood

Edge Sand

Fret Workstation
Swingland 1
Swingland 2
Edge Sander

Time Saver

Timesaver

Table 14. Neck Departments with Equipment

Figure 12. Original Departments

Appendix 4: Relationships

Relationships
Absolutely Necessary
Especially Important
Important

Figure 13. Body Space Relationship Diagram

Figure 14. Neck Space Relationship Diagram

Appendix 5: Layout Development

Figure 15. Raw to Blank Department Layout

Figure 18. Layout Fretwork Department
Layout

Figure 16. Body Fadal Department Layout

Figure 17. Trace, Kiln, Store Department

Figure 19. Alternative A: Least Change Layout

Figure 20. Alternative B: Least Forklift Travel

Figure 21. Alternative C: Separation

Figure 23. Alternative A Flow

Figure 22. Alternative B Flow

Figure 24. Alternative C Flow

Appendix 6: Evaluation
Table 15. Neck Distance Traveled

Neck Mfg Process
(Staring Location)
RM Storage
Band Saw I
RM Storage
Kiln 1
Kiln 2
WIP Storage
Jointer
Planer
Timesaver
Band Saw II
Timesaver
Fadal
Truss Workstation
Fadal
Timesaver
Taylor Clamp
Timesaver
Fadal
Marker Workstation
Timesaver
Thermwood
Swingland
Hand Sand
Install Frets

Distance Traveled (ft)
Original Alt A
Alt B
Alt C
12.31
0.00
0.00
0.00
12.31
0.00
0.00
0.00
38.46 25.38
36.92
6.15
17.69 16.92
13.85 18.46
30.00 30.00
26.92 15.38
60.77 41.54
23.08 26.92
52.31 25.38
28.46
4.62
89.23 52.05
33.85 15.38
44.62 23.08
30.77 23.08
44.62 23.08
30.77 23.08
36.92 23.08
29.23 26.92
10.00 11.54
23.08 23.08
10.00 11.54
16.15 23.08
36.92 23.08
22.31 26.92
58.46 17.69
40.00 20.00
58.46 17.69
40.00 20.00
43.85 23.08
22.31 26.92
8.46 29.23
30.77 50.00
38.46 58.21
43.85 30.77
50.77 29.23
50.00 55.38
53.08 60.00
79.23 41.54
12.31 16.15
13.85 16.15
13.85 16.92
16.92 16.15
41.54 46.92
69.23 36.92

Distance Sum

875.38 621.79

721.54 546.92

Table 16. Body Distance Traveled

Body Mfg Process
(Staring Location)
Lumber Storage
Planer
Chop Saw
Table Saw
Planer II
Planer III
Taylor Clamp
WIP Storage
Planer
Body Drill Press
Body Band Saw
Queue
Fadals

Distance Traveled (ft)
Original Alt A
Alt B
Alt C
44.62
47.69
49.23
33.85
21.54
24.62
26.15
23.85
31.54
10.00
11.54
21.54
20.77
21.54
18.46
21.54
20.00
15.38
15.38
12.31
51.54
25.38
24.62
16.92
59.23
23.85
13.85
34.62
52.31
27.69
38.46
46.15
60.77
16.92
23.08
22.31
52.31
11.54
15.38
12.31
61.54
38.46
65.38
10.77
9.23
27.69
24.62
18.46
33.08
23.85
33.08
19.23

Distance Sum

518.46 314.62

359.23 293.85

Table 17. Travel Comparisons

Original
Total Distance
∆org - alt 1
∆org - alt 2
∆org - alt 3

Alt A

Alt B

Alt C

1393.85 936.41 1080.77 840.77
457.44
313.08
553.08

Table 18. Equipment Rank and Move Distance

Machine
Rank Process
Body Planer 1
3
B
Chop Saw
3
B
Table Saw
3
B
Body Planer 2
1
B
Body Planer 3
1
B
Body Taylor Clamp
9
B
Body WIP Storage
9
B
Body Drill Press
1
B
Body Band Saw
1
B
Queuing Area
1
B
Body Fadal 1
9
B
Body Fadal 2
9
B
Hardware Installation Station
3
B
Neck Band Saw
1
N
Kiln 1
9
N
Kiln 2
9
N
Neck WIP Storage
9
N
Jointer
1
N
Neck Planer
3
N
Body Timesaver
3
N
Neck Timesaver
3
N
Fretboard Band Saw
1
N
Neck Fadal 1
9
N
Neck Fadal 2
9
N
Truss Installation
1
N
Neck Taylor Clamp
9
N
Thermwood
9
N
Swinglands
3
N
Hand Sanding
1
C
Difficulty of Implementation

Dimensions
4' 9"
9' 6"
3'
16'
6' 1"
6' 4"
3' 7"
3' 1"
1'
5'4"
15 '3" 9' 8"
3' 4" 37 '3"
4'
3'
4'
2' 6"
10' 4" 11' 6"
10'
7' 5"
10'
7' 5"
12'
4' 4"
6' 8"
5' 3"
8' 7"
4' 7"
8' 7"
4' 7"
10' 7" 31' 5"
6' 9"
2'
3' 6"
3' 9"
5' 4"
6' 7"
5' 4"
6' 7"
5' 7"
3' 9"
10'
7' 5"
10'
7' 5"
7' 4"
3' 8"
11'
9' 8"
11' 2" 14' 2"
8'
8'
5' 3"
12

Distance
Moved
(A)
4.62
24.62
36.92
14.62
14.62
20.00
0.00
43.08
9.23
33.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
11.54
0.00
0.00
0.00
12.31
46.15
16.15
46.15
13.08
0.00
0.00
0.00
43.85
0.00
8.46
0.00
1313.62

Distance
Moved
(B)
10.77
26.92
38.46
15.38
15.38
21.54
20.77
58.46
12.31
35.38
0.00
0.00
10.77
6.92
15.38
13.08
25.38
32.31
60.00
13.08
47.69
27.69
0.00
0.00
16.15
60.77
0.00
22.31
26.92
2389.00

Distance
Moved
(C)
20.00
33.08
46.92
30.77
38.46
20.77
20.00
44.62
15.38
68.46
90.77
79.23
53.08
7.69
36.15
36.15
72.31
23.08
52.31
8.46
36.92
3.85
16.92
0.00
3.85
52.31
28.46
3.85
0.00
5155.92

Appendix 7: Project Management
Table 19. Project Milestones

Milestone
Define Departments
Define Relationships
Develop Alternative Layouts
Evaluate Layouts
Select + Justify Layout
Complete Report

Work Duration
12 work days
8 work days
4 work days
8 work days
4 work days
28 work days

Completion Date
April 13th
April 20th
April 29th
May 7th
May 12th
May 28th

Figure 25. Project Gantt Chart
Spring '10
Milestone

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F M T W R F

Project Status Report
Lit Review
Intro and Backgroud
Define Departments
Define Relationships
Develop Alternative Layouts
Evaluate Layouts
Select + Justify Layout
Complete Report

Figure 26. Work Breakdown Structure
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